MINNEAPOLIS - May 10, 2022 - PRLog -- Nor-Tech's system integration expertise fully leverages the power of its new quiet workstation, designed specifically for engineers. The workstation features top technology including the latest generation of Intel Xeon processors.

Nor-Tech has one of the most highly respected technology engineering teams in the world—capable of everything from minor tweaks that solve big problems to complex hardware and software integrations that other engineers won't touch.

In addition to general application integration expertise, Nor-Tech is also a leading expert on Linux-based high-performance technology solutions—with credentials that include membership on elite HPC advisory boards.

Nor-Tech sources hardware from the industry's leading providers including Intel. They work closely with these partners to engineer an optimal configuration that is reliable, powerful, scalable and cost-effective.

One of the many benefits of Nor-Tech integration is that engineers are readily accessible during business hours to answer questions and explain complicated procedures in terms that even those without a technology background can understand.

Nor-Tech's new Quiet Workstation, built with all the features and power that engineers need to operate efficiently in an office environment, have about the same sound level as a desktop. In fact, these workstations are so quiet that after deploying the system, one client called to be sure it was working correctly.

Nor-Tech Executive Vice President Jeff Olson said, "Our integration team has the experience and expertise to not only build and deploy technology, such as these workstations, but also to design them from the ground up. We offer complete integration solutions that are thoroughly tested and benchmarked before they leave our facility."

Many technology companies can sell the hardware, but very few can integrate it correctly.

To learn more about Nor-Tech's integration expertise visit: https://www.nor-tech.com/integration/. To learn more about Nor-Tech's Quiet Workstations for Engineers visit: https://www.nor-tech.com/solutions/hpc/quiet-workstation-for-engineering.

As a multi-decade top level Intel Partner with data center certification, Nor-Tech has the resources to expertly integrate Intel Xeon Processors. The newest generation of these processors feature:

- Industry-leading, workload-optimized performance, with built-in AI acceleration
- Hardware-enhanced security to thwart malicious exploits while maintaining workload integrity and performance.
- Platform innovations and hardware-enhanced virtualization across compute, network, and storage all with support for a new class of memory innovation.

Nor-Tech is on CRN's list of the top 40 Data Center Infrastructure Providers along with IBM, Oracle, Dell, and Supermicro and is also a member of Hyperion Research’s prestigious HPC Technical Computing Advisory Panel. The company is a complete high performance computer solution provider for 2015 and 2017 Nobel Physics Award-contending/winning projects. All of Nor-Tech's high performance technology is developed by Nor-Tech in Minnesota and supported by Nor-Tech around the world. Nor-Tech holds the following contracts: Minnesota State IT, GSA, University of Wisconsin System, and NASA SEWP V. To contact Nor-Tech call 952-808-1000/toll free: 877-808-1010 or visit https://www.nor-tech.com.